Scientific basis for learning transfer from movements to urinary bladder functions for bladder repair in human patients with CNS injury.
Coordination Dynamics Therapy (CDT) has been shown to be able to partly repair CNS injury. The repair is based on a movement-based re-learning theory which requires at least three levels of description: the movement or pattern (and anamnesis) level, the collective variable level, and the neuron level. Upon CDT not only the actually performed movement pattern itself is repaired, but the entire dynamics of CNS organization is improved, which is the theoretical basis for (re-) learning transfer. The transfer of learning for repair from jumping on springboard and exercising on a special CDT and recording device to urinary bladder functions is investigated at the neuron level. At the movement or pattern level, the improvement of central nervous system (CNS) functioning in human patients can be seen (or partly measured) by the improvement of the performance of the pattern. At the collective variable level, coordination tendencies can be measured by the so-called 'coordination dynamics' before, during and after treatment. At the neuron level, re-learning can additionally be assessed by surface electromyography (sEMG) as alterations of single motor unit firings and motor programs. But to express the ongoing interaction between the numerous neural, muscular, and metabolic elements involved in perception and action, it is relevant to inquire how the individual afferent and efferent neurons adjust their phase and frequency coordination to other neurons to satisfy learning task requirements. With the single-nerve fibre action potential recording method it was possible to measure that distributed single neurons communicate by phase and frequency coordination. It is shown that this timed firing of neurons is getting impaired upon injury and has to be improved by learning The stability of phase and frequency coordination among afferent and efferent neuron firings can be related to pattern stability. The stability of phase and frequency coordination at the neuron level can therefore be assessed integratively at the (non-invasive) collective variable level by the arrhythmicity of turning (coordination dynamics) when a patient is exercising on a special CDT device. Upon jumping on springboard and exercising on the special CDT device, the intertwined neuronal networks, subserving movements (somatic) and urinary bladder functions (autonomic and somatic) in the sacral spinal cord, are synchronously activated and entrained to give rise to learning transfer from movements to bladder functions. Jumping on springboard and other movements primarily repair the pattern dynamics, whereas the exactly coordinated performed movements, performed on the special CDT device for turning, primarily improve the preciseness of the timed firing of neurons. The synchronous learning of perceptuomotor and perceptuobladder functioning from a dynamical perspective (giving rise to learning transfer) can be understood at the neuron level. Especially the activated phase and frequency coordination upon natural stimulation under physiologic and pathophysiologic conditions among a and gamma-motoneurons, muscle spindle afferents, touch and pain afferents, and urinary bladder stretch and tension receptor afferents in the human sacral spinal cord make understandable that somatic and parasympathetic functions are integrated in their functioning and give rise to learning transfer from movements to bladder functions. The power of this human treatment research project lies in the unit of theory, diagnostic/measurement, and praxis, namely that CNS injury can partly be repaired, including urinary bladder functions, and the repair can partly be understood even at the neuron level of description in human.